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Standard calculations by Fermi’s golden rule involve approximations. These approximations
could lead to deviations from the predictions of the standard model, as discussed in another
paper. In this paper we propose experimental searches for such deviations in the two-photon
spectra from the decay of the neutral pion in the process φ → π+π−π 0 and in the annihilation
of the positron from nuclear β decay.
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1. The correction to Fermi’s golden rule

In an interacting many-body system described by a Hamiltonian H0 + H1, a state evolves with
a Schrödinger equation. A one-particle state is specified by the momentum and non-interacting
energy defined by H0; the transition by H1 has been studied by Fermi’s golden rule. Although
these transitionshave received attention from researchers, those that do not conserve energy often
arise when the approximations are taken into account. The Schrödinger equation includes these
approximations, which affect transitions of any states. Surprisingly, a correction term beyond Fermi’s
golden rule emerges. The correction becomes manifest in a transition of a finite time interval, which
reveals a different dependence on the time interval and on the energy difference. The correction
terms could be identified from experimental data; however, this is not as simple as was naively
thought, for several reasons. One reason is that those signals that are caused by the corrections terms
are similar to those of the experimental background. In the majority of cases they were considered
as the background, and discarded. Another reason is the difficulty of finding the absolute value of
the physical quantity in experiments, because the data is always modified by the efficiency of the
detector. The transition rate describes the average behavior [1,2] of the process, and the correction
terms give the dominant contribution to rapidly changing processes. Direct observation of these
events might give the signals of the correction terms, but has not been possible up to the present. In
general, it is difficult to separate these from the real background.

Accordingly, the correction terms were not a major concern for researchers. Nevertheless, the
correction is one part of the total probability and contributes to natural phenomena. Fitting these
experiments in an approximate way without the correction term might be possible and viable for a
certain period; however, that could lead to serious inconsistency or an incorrect outcome at a later
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time, which must be avoided. It is thus important to confirm the existence of the correction term with
simple and clean experiments.

Two-photon processes of the neutral pion and positron annihilation supply precise information
on the transitions, and could be candidates. The rates are well understood theoretically, and have
been determined from various experiments, in which the background has been subtracted. There are
subtleties in the background subtraction, and the signal of the correction term has been insignificant.
The correction terms are computed in a separate paper [3], and are found to be sizable. Due to their
unusual properties, which will be presented later, it is not an easy task to disentangle them from the
real background. Nevertheless, they give universal contributions to the phenomena. It will be shown
that these are feasible in a φ-factory for the pion and in nuclear beta decays for the positron.

The neutral pion, π0, is the lightest hadron composed of a quark and an anti-quark, and supplies
much information on particle physics [4]. The rate of π0 decay to two photons [5,6] is proportional
to the number of colors Nc [7,8], and a measurement of its life time of τ = 10−16 s determined
that Nc = 3. Despite this remarkable success, the average life time obtained from various methods
[9] has a large uncertainty of about 10%. Accordingly, K-meson decays to two or three pions also
have large uncertainties [4]. A large uncertainty also arises in the decay of para-positronium, which
is a bound state of the electron and positron in quantum electrodynamics (QED). Its properties and
transition rates are understood well, but the precision is not very good. The large uncertainty of the
experimental values may suggest a fundamental problem in the transition probability.

We find the many-body wave function |�〉 composed of normalized states from the Schrödinger
equation

i�
∂

∂t
|�〉 = (H0 + Hint)|�〉, (1)

where H0 and Hint are the free and interaction parts, and compute the rigorous transition amplitude.
Hereafter we employ the natural units � = c = 1 unless otherwise stated. The transition probability
from a state |i, 0〉 at t = 0 to a state |f , T 〉 at t = T is determined by von Neumann’s fundamental
principle of quantum mechanics (FQM) as P(T ) = |〈f , T |i, 0〉|2 for normalized states. For P(T ) � 1,
the average rate � = P(T )−P(Ti)

T−Ti
between a small Ti and a large T is given from the ratio of fluxes of

outgoing waves over that of incident waves, and is in agreement with that derived from the golden
rule for the final state of a continuous spectrum. In these standard calculations, plane waves and
interactions that switch off adiabatically (ASI) are used. Although this value has been used in the
majority of processes, experiments are made with finite time intervals, and the value is measured
without an average.

Theoretical values under these conditions are necessary. Stueckelberg studied this problem some
time ago and found that the transition amplitudes of the plane waves for a finite time interval lead to
a divergence [10], even at the tree level. This is not connected with the ultraviolet divergences due
to the intermediate states, but to non-normalized initial and final states. It is possible to avoid this
difficulty by using normalized states. Those computed in the previous paper, Ref. [3], are applied to
experiments.

P(T ) at a large T is the sum

P(T ) = �T + P(d), P(d) = P(Ti)− �Ti, (2)

where Ti is determined by the time at which the initial wave packets separate, determined by
√
σ i,

where σi is the spatial size of the initial wave. At �Ti < 1, and at T > Ti, P(d) is constant.
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� is computed with the standard S-matrix S[∞] under ASI [11–13], but P(d) is computed with the
wave functions following FQM [14–17]. A rigorous probability will be obtained without facing the
difficulty raised by Stueckelberg by using wave packets instead of plane waves.

Experimental proof of P(d) in neutral pion decay, positronium decay, and positron annihilations
are studied. Two-photon decay of para-positronium is almost equivalent to neutral pion decay. Their
systematic analyses are presented. It will be shown that the unique properties derived from the
probability �T + P(d) can be confirmed experimentally.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 pion decay is analyzed, and in Sect. 3 positron
annihilation is analyzed. In Sect. 4, the wave packet sizes and relevant parameters are estimated.
In Sect. 5, the experiments are studied and a summary and prospects for the future are presented.
Appendix A is devoted to various formulae, and Appendix B describes a method for entanglement
of the accidental background.

2. Two-photon decay of the neutral pion

The interactions of a neutral pion or para-positronium with two photons are derived from the triangle
diagram of the quark or the electron as Lint = −g ϕ εμνρσFμνFρσ , in which the coupling for the
pion is g = α

4π fπ
, which is almost constant from the confining mechanism and is related to the πγ γ

coupling [7,8]. For the positronium, the binding energy is small and the coupling varies with the
momentum, which will be ignored for a while. Substituting this into Eq. (1), we have the transition
amplitude for an initial state of the central momentum and position into two photons,

M =
∫ Tγ

Tπ
dt
∫

d3x〈K1, X1; K2, X2|Hint(x)|Pπ , Xπ 〉. (3)

A Gaussian wave packet [14,18–20] satisfies the minimum uncertainty, which is ideal for studying
a transition of a finite time interval, and is used in the majority of places. A non-Gaussian form is
also physically relevant, and is studied later. Wave packets of size σi with the central momentum

and position EA =
√

P2
A + m2

A and E(Ki) = |Ki|, where i = 1, 2 and 	VA = 	PA
EA

is the group velocity

of the momentum 	PA, are used throughout this paper, and the upper-case roman letters A, B, . . . run
over π , 1, 2 so that, e.g.,

∑
A stands for

∑
A=π ,1,2, etc. An imaginary part is added to the energy of

the unstable initial state according to Refs. [21,22]; see also Ref. [11] for a review. Integration over
the space position leads to a Gaussian function in the momentum difference, and integration over
time leads to1

M = N0( 	Xi)εμνρσ ε
μ(K1)K

ν
1 ε
ρ(K2)K

σ
2 e− σs

2 (δP)
2

G(δω), (4)

where N0( 	Xi) shows a dependence on the positions, δP = Pπ−K1 −K2, δω = Eπ−E1 −E2 − 	V0δP,

σs =
(∑

A
1
σA

)−1
, and G(δω) is expressed with the error function erf(x + iy). Their explicit forms

are given in Ref. [3]. The transition probability is written as

P = 1

2

∫
d3X1d3X2

d3K1

(2π)3
d3K2

(2π)3

∣∣∣N0( 	Xi)

∣∣∣2 2 (K1 · K2)
2 e−σs(δP)2 |G(δω)|2 . (5)

1 We have put the central momentum Ki in the polarization εμ and in the derivative interaction. See Ref. [17]
for a justification.
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As shown in Ref. [3] in detail, G(δω) depends on an intersection of the trajectories determined by
the positions of 	Xi, i = 1, 2. If they intersect outside of the material, the interaction does not occur
and the amplitude vanishes; if inside the material, the interaction occurs. This is a bulk region. In
the boundary region, the interaction partly occurs. This is the boundary region.

Integration in the bulk is proportional to the time interval due to the translational invariance along
the initial momentum, and that in the boundary is proportional to the width of the boundary region,
σt , which depends on the wave packet size and the velocity variation, σt = σs

�V 2 . The derivation is
given in Ref. [3].

The momentum distribution is written as a sum of two terms,

dP

d3K1d3K2
= 2 (K1 · K2)

2 e−σs(δP)2
∑

k=bulk,boundary

Pk
0

∣∣∣Gk(δω)

∣∣∣2 , (6)

with

Pk
0 =

{
g22−6(σπ)

3/2(EπE1E2)
−1Cτπ

(
1 − e− T

τπ

)
for bulk,

g22−6(σπ)
3/2(EπE1E2)

−1C
√

2σt for boundary,
(7)

where T = Tγ − Tπ , and C is a constant of energy dimension E1 that depends on the wave packet
parameters. The square of G(δω) in the asymptotic region is

|Gk(δω)|2 =
{ 1

1
σt

+(δω)2 , from boundary (σt
2 δω

2 
 1),

2πσte−σt(δω)
2

from the bulk (σt
2 δω

2 � 1),
(8)

where T R
0 is the time at which the wave packets intersect. The bulk term decreases rapidly with δω,

and the boundary term decreases slowly with an inverse power of the energy difference.
In the decay of a high-energy pion of pπ = (Eπ , 0, 0, pπ), the momenta of the final states are

almost parallel to the pion. In the boundary term, |G(δω)|2 decreases slowly as Ki → ∞, and leads
to a large contribution to the probability.

In the transition, the total energy is conserved but the kinetic energy is partly violated. The bulk
contribution is narrow in the kinetic energy, and reveals the golden rule. The boundary contribution
is broad in the kinetic energy, and reveals the correction term. The deviation of the kinetic energy
from the total energy is the interaction energy Vint = 〈�|Hint|�〉. The coupling strength g can be
treated as constant for the golden rule, where kγi · kγi′ � mq. However, the boundary term is spread
in the wide kinetic region of kγi · kγi′ , which includes the region kγi · kγi′ 
 m2

q. There, this coupling
strength becomes a function of kγi · kγi′ , g(kγi · kγi′ ), behaving as [23]

g(kγi · kγi′ ) = g
m2

q

2kγi · kγi′
. (9)

Here, mq is the composite quark mass of magnitude around mp
3 , where mp is the proton’s mass.

Thus P(d) becomes maximum at around kγi · kγi′ ≈ m2
p

2 . Its magnitude is proportional to the proton’s
mass. This behavior shows that the average interaction energy 〈|Hint|〉 is the order of the proton’s
rest energy, mp.

For a high-energy pion, the initial and final waves overlap in a wide area for photons propagating
in the direction parallel to the pion. The boundary region becomes large in size, and gives a large
contribution to the probability.
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3. Positron annihilation

Positrons and electrons are described by the field ψ(x), and a photon by Aμ(x), in QED, and the
interaction is eψ̄(x)γμψ(x)Aμ(x). Para-positronium decay and free positron annihilation are derived
from this interaction; the former is also expressed by an effective interaction equivalent to the pion
two-photon interaction. The latter is described by the second-order perturbative expansion with
respect to the above interaction. P(T ) in these decays is studied below.

3.1. Para-positronium decay

Para-positronium is even in charge conjugation and decays to two photons. The formula of the decay
probability in Eq. (6) is applied after changing the parameters to suitable ones. The average life time
of para-positronium is much longer than that of the pion, and the wave packet size is also longer.
Positronium decays and positron annihilation in porous material, which is composed of small holes
and many boundary regions, are analyzed. We will see that the boundary term is enhanced.

3.2. Free positron annihilation

The annihilation amplitude of a free positron and free electron at rest for the central values of
momentum and position

χei = (	pei , 	Xei , σei), χγi = (	pγi , 	Xγi , σγi) (10)

for the photons, the electron, and the positron are

M = 〈χγ1 ;χγ2 |
∫ T

0
dx1

∫ t1

0
dx2Hint(x1)Hint(x2)|χe1 ,χē2〉, (11)

where T is the time interval for which the positron crosses a grain of the target. The integrations
over the coordinates 	xi and over the momentum 	q for the intermediate state are made using Gaussian
integrations.

Integration over time gives the bulk and boundary terms, and leads to the amplitude being written
as in Eq. (4). Substituting these, we have the momentum distribution

1

TL3

dP

d3k1d3k2
= 2

m2

(
1 + 1

4
(1 − cos θ)+ 1

2

(
m

Eγ1

+ m

Eγ2

))
[

e−σs(δP)2
(

Pbulk
0 |Gbulk(δω)|2 + Pbt

0

∣∣∣Gboundary(t) (δω)

∣∣∣2)

+ Pbs
0 e−σs(δP)2

∣∣∣Gboundary(s) (δω)

∣∣∣2], (12)

where Eqs. (A.22) and (A.12) are substituted, and

Pbulk
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1C bulk, (13)

P
b(t)
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1C

√
2σt

T
boundary in time, (14)

P
b(s)
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1C

√
2σt2σs

TL
boundary in space, (15)

where C is a constant [3]. In silica powder, this size is semi-microscopic, of the order of a few
nanometers, and almost the same or slightly larger than

√
σγ . In the present situation, the target is
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composed of silica particles of L = 7 nm, and it is reasonable to assume that the ratios
√

2σs
L and

√
2σt
T

are 1
10– 1

100 . The positron energy is Ee+ = me with an energy uncertainty of 10%. The spectrum of the
boundary term is of the universal form, but its magnitude has uncertainties due to the uncertainties
on the wave packets. This ambiguity could be studied by a light scattering of the silica powder.2

4. Initial and final states

We apply the decay probability of Eq. (6) to the neutral pion in the process

e+ + e → φ → π+ + π− + π0, (16)

and that of the positron in Eq. (12) in the process

22Na → 22Ne∗ + e+ + ν, 22Ne∗ → 22Ne + γ . (17)

The former experiment is made in a high-energy laboratory, and the latter experiment is made in a
low-energy laboratory.

4.1. Wave packet shape and size

The total transition rate� derived from Eqs. (6) and (12) is independent of the wave packet parameters.
This is consistent with the general theorem given by Stodolsky [24–27]3 on stationary physical
quantities. This theorem, however, is not applied to a non-stationary quantity such as P(d). In fact,
P(d) derived from Eqs. (6) and (12) depends on the forms and sizes of the wave packets. Until now,
the Gaussian wave packet, which decreases exponentially in position and momentum and satisfies
the minimum uncertainty δxδp = � and δp = 0 for δx = ∞, has been used. This is ideal for studying
the transition for a finite time interval. Other wave packets satisfying δxδp ≥ � are shown to lead to
almost equivalent results. σπ , σγ , and σē represent σs for the pion, photon, and positron, respectively.

These particles interact with microscopic objects in matter and cause the final states to be produced,
from which a number of the events and the probability are determined. Accordingly, the packet
parameters in our formulae are determined by these states in matter. This method has been shown to
be valid in Refs. [14–17], and in the quantum transition of two atoms in an energy transfer process
in photosynthesis [28].

4.1.1. Sizes of wave functions: π0

σπ0 : In order for the electron and the positron to produce a φ meson, they are accelerated from the
average electron momentum in matter, which is less than 1

10−10 m
. The relaxation time for these

electrons and positrons in matter, beyond which they lose coherence due to environmental effects,
is around 10−14 s, which corresponds to the mean free path of 3 × 10−6 m for the speed of light,
and is slightly shorter at lower energy. Values of 10−14 s and 10−7 m for the spatial electron sizes
in matter are used. The positron is produced by the electron collision with matter, and the length
is the same as that of the electrons. During their acceleration, the time interval that the wave
packets pass through a spatial position is kept unchanged. Although the amplitude of three pions,

2 A raman scattering experiment has seen anomalous signals. Private communications from Professor
M. Takesada.

3 Reference [24] and other works studied the neutrino oscillation amplitude within the golden rule in the
wave packet formalism. See Refs. [25,26] for recent references.
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which is described by the intermediate φ meson of the Breit–Wigner form of the energy width
of few MeV, peaks around the central energy, if the initial state has a fixed energy, each pion can
have infinitesimal energy uncertainty. Accordingly, the width of the φ meson is related neither to
the uncertainty of the pion’s energy nor to the pion’s wave packet size. Nevertheless, the above
relaxation time of the electron and positron results in an uncertainty in the three pion’s energy of
a few meV. Thus the energy uncertainty of π0 is governed by the relaxation time. That leads to
3 × 10−6 m for π0 in the present process.

σγ in π0 decay: The detection process of the photon is governed by its reaction with the atoms, and
the following coherent transitions by which electronic signals emerge in the detector. They occur
within the finite spatial area occupied by the wave functions in the solid. The transition amplitude
of the photon is described by a wave packet of this size. Thus, σγ represents the spatial size of the
electron wave function in the configuration space that the photon interacts with. The initial process
depends on the energy. For an energy of 0.5 GeV, the majority of the events are pair production
due to the nucleus electric field. Accordingly, σγ = sγ

m2
π

, where sγ ≤ 1, and sγ = 0.5 is used for
the following estimation.
σγ and Ti derived from σi govern the magnitude of P(d). For high-energy colliding beam experi-
ments, the sizes of the positron and the electron are determined by the spatial size of the electron
wave function in matter; Ti = 10−14 s from the relaxation time, and τ = 10−16 s.
At the time interval T 
 τ = 1

�
, the ratio Ti� becomes Ti

τ
. Now, cτ is 10−8 m. Accordingly, the

ratio Ti
τ

m2
πσγ

1
64 = 10−14

10−16 ×0.5× 1
64 = 0.8. From this value the probability that one of the photons

is in the energy range around the central energy Eγ 0, Eγ−Eγ 0

Eγ 0 ≤ 0.1, is about 10%. This would be

consistent with the current uncertainty of the neutral pion’s average life time.

4.1.2. Sizes of wave functions: ē
σe+ : First we study the spatial size of the positron wave packet for a process where the gamma from

positron annihilation is measured. 22Na is at rest and bound in matter. The spatial extension of
the 22Na wave function in the configuration space would be 1

2000 of the electron wave function
from the ratio of the masses. A positron emitted from 22Na decay has this size in the direction
perpendicular to its momentum, and that in the parallel direction can be much longer. This loses
the energy in matter on average 10−12 s [29]. Hence the time interval in which the positron wave
function keeps coherence, or the average relaxation time, is 10−12 s.
The wave packet size for a detected positron is estimated based on the detector used. When a
plastic scintillator containing benzene is used, the spatial size of the benzene molecule, around
1 nm, shows the positron wave packet size.

σPs: Positronium is formed in porous material and decays there. The size of the porous material
determines the effective size of the interaction area, and determines the time interval of the
transition amplitude.

σγ in positron annihilation: The dominant process of the photon with matter in a detector in this
energy region, around a few hundred keV, is the photo-electric effect, in which the photon excites
an atom. The relevant spatial size is the size of the atom, which is characterized by π × (a∞

2 )
2,

where aB = 1
meα

is the Bohr radius. Excited atoms make successive transitions and produce many
photons, electrons, and ions of low energy. These processes are expressed by the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation which describe the electrons, photons, and ions. These states are expressed
by the wave functions of finite spatial extensions, wave packets. The size of the coherent area of
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these wave functions would be of the order of a few atomic sizes, due to decoherence caused by
many atoms. The wave packet size, σγ , of the photon may be of a few atomic sizes. The parameters
may depend on the detector [30,31].

4.2. Boundary regions

The wave functions of the electron and positron overlap at the boundary region of the matter, and their
annihilation takes place. The area is large, and the events increase in porous material. The porous
material size determines the effective size of the area and the time interval of the transition. The
transition amplitudes and probabilities depend on these sizes. This is used in positron experiments.

For experiments that use small powders, electrons are inside the small region, and the interaction
takes place in the inside or at the boundary region. The transition amplitudes and probabilities depend
on these sizes.

4.3. Energy resolution

An ideal detector that detects and gives the energy of a particle or a wave directly does not exist.
For its measurement, signals caused by its reactions with matter are read first and converted to
the energy using a conversion rule justified by other processes. The energy is measured with finite
uncertainty. This is the energy resolution, and all detectors have finite energy resolution. This causes
an experimental uncertainty. The energy resolution, σ(E), has both statistical and intrinsic origins,
which is written as

σ(E) = σstatistics(E)+ σintrinsic(E), (18)

where σstatistics(E) is normally determined from Poisson statistics and the other is written as
σintrinsic(E), in which an effect due to the finite size of wave functions, Eq. (5), is included. The
former depends on the detector’s type, and the latter does not and has universal properties regardless
of detector type. In a scintillation detector, the electric signal of a γ -ray is obtained according to the
number of scintillation photons N , and the energy resolution, σstatistics(E), is given by

σstatistics(E) = 2.35

√
F

N
E, (19)

where N is the number of samples and F is a correction factor, the Fano factor. For NaI(Tl), F = 1
σstatistics(E)/〈E〉 is around 5%–10%, and the energy resolution is 25–50 keV for an energy of 500 keV.
A Ge detector has a different mechanism of much smaller statistical uncertainty, due to a small F
and large N . The distribution around the central value decreases exponentially with E.

The wave packet size determined by the size of the atom is π(10−10)2 m2, and should be almost
the same in NaI(Tl) and Ge detectors; this leads to an energy uncertainty of σintrinsic(E) = 1 keV.
Accordingly, in NaI, σstatistics(E) is the dominant one and σintrinsic(E) is negligible, but in a Ge
detector, σintrinsic(E) shares a substantial part.

4.4. Energy distribution

The energy distributions of the bulk term and the boundary term are very different. That from � for

plane waves under ASI is proportional to δ(Ei − Ef ), but for wave packets it behaves as e−( δω
σ(E) )

2
,

where the width is of a universal nature and behaves differently from that of the statistical case.
That of P(d) decreases in E−n, where n ≥ 0 depends on the decay dynamics. P(d) can be identified
easily in the energy region E 
 σ(E) if the relative fraction over �T is of substantial magnitude, of
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the order of 10−3 or larger, even with a detector of large energy resolution. Despite its large energy
resolution, a NaI(Tl) scintillator is useful for the confirmation of P(d). A detector of much smaller
resolution such as a Ge detector is also useful.

5. Experimental confirmation

As P(d) possesses many unusual properties, phenomena originating from P(d) reveal intriguing
properties. By detecting these events, P(d) can be confirmed. � has been well established, and
phenomena of � origin have been understood precisely with the help of numerical methods. They
are compared with data from natural phenomena and observations. If clear disagreements are found,
and if it is resolved by P(d), this may confirm P(d).

5.1. Magnitude of P(d)

The magnitude of P(d) for para-positronium decay, P(d)(pp), and direct annihilation, P(d)(da), is
estimated and given in Fig. 1. They depend on the size and shape of the wave packets. We use the
value σγ > 10−20 m2 with a Gaussian wave function and power-law wave function, and find that

P(d)(pp) = 10−12 (Gaussian wave function)

= 3 × 10−4 (power-law wave function)

P(d)(da) = 2 × 10−6 (Gaussian wave function)

= 3 × 10−4 (power-law wave function).

At the moment we are not aware of the precise shape and size of the wave function. Light scattering
may be useful to study the wave function.2

The photon distribution is modified by P(d) in positron annihilation and positronium decay. The
high-energy side is not affected by the modified energy by Compton scatterings, which is not true
on the low-energy side. By measuring multiple coincident photons in the high-energy regions, clear
signals may be obtained.Although accidental coincident events may contribute, they can be separated
and events of P(d) origin in the data estimated. It is our expectation that with 108 events of positron
annihilation a confirmation of Pd could be in scope.

GEANT4 [32] is a simulation program that includes the transition probability and detector per-
formance. The probabilities derived from the golden rule are employed. Hence, this is quite useful
for analyzing natural phenomena, including a detector’s response and backgrounds. Comparing the
events derived from the golden rule of the standard theory with the observations, we are able to see
if a non-standard component is included.

5.2. Backgrounds from decay (annihilation) in flight

The signals from decay or annihilation in flight are in energy regions different from those at rest,
and give background. A positron loses its energy in an insulator in picoseconds [33], and stops. A
photon produced before the stop has an energy higher than me and its contribution is estimated in
two steps.

The average positron life time due to annihilation or decay is 100–500 ps, and depends on various
conditions. Hereafter we use 200 ps for the average life time and 2 ps for the thermalization time.
The ratio of annihilation events of positrons in flight over those at rest is less than 2

200 = 10−2.
The experimental value seems to be less than 10−3 or 10−4 [34]. Among the events of energy
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Fig. 1. The variation of the expected ratio of events per stopping positron in silica with σγ for different assumed
situations. The upper curve shows the ratio if direct wave functions are dominant, the middle curve shows the
ratio if direct annihilation dominates, and the lower curve if the annihilation is dominant through the decay of
para-positronium.

E1 + E2 > 2mec2, the fraction in the energy region E1 + E2 − 2mec2 ≥ 3σE, where σE is the width
of a NaI(Tl) detector, is obtained as 1

230 from Bethe’s formula [35]. A further suppression factor of
1

10 is multiplied due to the specific configuration of the detector setup of the present experiment.
Combining these numbers, the fraction is 0.43 × 10−6 or 0.43 × 10−7. This gives the magnitude of
the background from in-flight annihilation as less than 10−6.

5.3. Uncertainties

Possible sources of uncertainties and ambiguities are matter effects, accidental coincident events
(double hits), and environmental gammas.

The photon spectrum in the high-energy region is not modified by Moeller scattering, the photo-
electric effect, the Compton effect, or pair production. Accordingly, matter effects are irrelevant.
Environmental gammas or those of cosmic ray origin are avoided by selecting coincident events of
multiple gammas. In the two-gamma case, coincidences between one gamma from Ne radiative decay
and another from positron annihilation are taken. In the three-gamma case, coincidences between
one gamma from 21Ne∗ radiative decay and two photons from positron annihilation are taken. In
these multiple coincident events, there remain accidental coincident events (double hits). Because
their strength depends upon the initial positron flux, and the spectrum has different momentum
dependence than the signal from P(d), it is possible to disentangle them following Appendix B.

5.4. Related processes

Para-positronium decay is included in the text. Another spin component, orth-positronium, may be
used for a Pd �= 0 test. However, orth-positronium has a much longer life time and P(d) becomes
much smaller. Its effect is difficult to observe experimentally. P(d) in nuclear gamma and beta decays
also becomes sizable, and can be non-vanishing even in processes of � = 0. Various selection rules
are valid only for �, but not for P(d). The role of P(d) is therefore important.
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6. Summary and prospects

P(d) can be confirmed experimentally from photon distributions.

(1) The energies of the photons in positron annihilation at rest from the golden rule satisfy Eγ1 +
Eγ2 = 2me, whereas those from P(d) satisfy Eγ1 + Eγ2 < 2me or Eγ1 + Eγ2 > 2me. The photon
loses its energy by Compton scattering, and that produced by the golden rule can be detected in
the former region, but not in the latter region. Events of energies Eγ1 + Eγ2 > me are generated
only by P(d), and may be worthwhile for its confirmation.

(2) For the neutral pion, our finding of P(d) ≈ O(0.8) suggests that P(d) must be implemented for
analysis. The previous large uncertainty of about 10% in the life time would be due to P(d),
and will be reduced in an analysis that includes P(d).

(3) Tagging π+ and π− in the process e + ē → φ, φ → π+ + π− + π0, the π0 momentum is
determined, and the photon spectrum is computed. Due to P(d), this spectrum deviates from
the golden rule. If the deviation is observed, P(d) will be confirmed.

(4) Many-body wave functions of δE = Einitial − (Eγ1 + Eγ2) �= 0 have interaction energies
that are independent of the frequency of each wave. This leads to an extra component to the
energy momentum tensor in addition to those proportional to the frequencies. Normal detection
processes measure the wave’s frequencies, but not these interaction energies. Accordingly, this
corresponds to an invisible energy. This state may be considered as a kind of halo.

(5) Once the confirmation of Pd is made, (i) methods to reduce current uncertainties in experiments,
and (ii) mechanisms to solve current puzzling phenomena will be found.
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Appendix
A. Free positron annihilation
A.1. Amplitude

The amplitude for a free positron annihilation is

M =
∫ T

0
dt1

∫
d3x1

∫ t1

0
dt2d3x2〈γ1, γ2|Hint(x1)Hint(x2)|e, ē〉 (A.1)

= 1

2

∫ T

0
dt1

∫ T

0
dt2d3x1d3x2〈γ1, γ2|T (Hint(x1)Hint(x2))|e, ē〉, (A.2)

where Hint(x) is the interaction part of QED and the initial and final states are wave packets, and

T (Hint(t1)Hint(t2)) = θ(t1 − t2)Hint(t1)Hint(t2)+ θ(t2 − t1)Hint(t2)Hint(t1). (A.3)
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Applying Wick’s theorem,

M =
∑

:: γμSF(x1 − x2)γν + · · ·

= ū(p1)

[
γ ε(k1)

γ (p1 − k1)+ me

(p1 − k1)2 − m2
e
γ ε(k2)+ γ ε(k2)

γ (p1 − k2)+ me

(p1 − k2)2 − m2
e
γ ε(k1)

]
v(p2)

= −ū(p1)

[
γ k1γ ε(k1)ε(k2)+ 2ε(k1)p1γ ε(k2)

2p1k1
+ γ k2γ ε(k2)γ ε(k1)+ 2ε(k2)p1γ ε(k1)

2p1k2

]
v(p2),

(A.4)

where

ū(p1)γ ε(k1)(γ p1 + me) = 2ε(k1)p1ū(p1) (A.5)

and the similar one for the v(p2) were substituted. For p1 = (m, o), p2 = (m, o), it follows that

∑
spin

|M |2 = 8

m2
e

[
1 + 1

4
(1 − cos θ)+ 1

2

(
m

k0
1

+ m

k0
2

)]
. (A.6)

Note that this is slightly different from that for positronium decays.

A.2. Boundary in space and time

A.2.1. Amplitude
In scatterings in the laboratory frame where the target is composed of small particles of volume L3,
the momentum-dependent amplitudes in the bulk and boundary terms of Eq. (15) are replaced with

Mbulk = √
2πσte

− σt
2 (δω)

2
(2πσs)

3/2e− σs
2 (δ	p)2θ( 	Xγ , volume), (A.7)

Mboundary(t) =
√

2σt

π

1

−i
√
σtδω + 1

(2πσs)
3/2e− σs

2 (δ	p)2θ( 	Xγ , bt), (A.8)

Mboundary(s) =
√

2σt

π

1

−i
√
σtδω + 1

(2πσs)
2/2

√
2σs

π
× θ( 	Xγ , b(t,s)) (A.9)

[
1

−i
√
σsδpz + 1

e− σs
2 ((δ	px)

2+(δ	py)
2) + (z, x, y) → (x, y, z), (y, z, x)

]
, (A.10)

where θ( 	Xγ , volume), θ( 	Xγ , bt), and θ( 	Xγ , b(t,s)) show that the intersections of trajectories are inside
the volume L3, in the boundary in time, and in the boundary in space and time.

The momentum-dependent term in the bulk, Eq. (21), and the boundary term in time, Eq. (22),
lead to a probability of the same form as before,

|Gbulk(δω)|2 = (
√

2πσte
− σt

2 (δω)
2
)2(2πσs)

3, (A.11)

|Gboundary(t) (δω)|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
√

2σt

π

1

−i
√
σ tδω + 1

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2πσs)
3,
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but the space boundary term,

e−σs(δ	p)2 |Gboundary(s) (δω)|2 =
(√

2σt

π

1

| − i
√
σ tδω + 1|

√
2σs

π
(2πσs)

)2

×
[∣∣∣∣ 1

−i
√
σ sδpz + 1

∣∣∣∣
2

e−σs((δ	px)
2+(δ	py)

2) + |(x, y, z)|2 + |(y, z, x)|2
]

, (A.12)

is different. The momentum dependence of the bulk term and that of the time boundary are spherically
symmetric as before, but that of the space boundary is asymmetric.

A.3. Normalization of probability: summation over the positions

The integrations over the positions 	Xγl , over the position 	Xe+ in the region of L3 and the time interval
T , and for the boundary of the width

√
2σt and

√
2σs are:∫

d 	Xe+
∫

d 	Xγ1d 	Xγ2

(2π)6
e−2R( 	Xγi )θ( 	Xγ , volume) = TL3, (A.13)

∫
d 	Xe+

∫
d 	Xγ1d 	Xγ2

(2π)6
e−2R( 	Xγi )θ( 	Xγ , bt) =

√
2σt

T
(TL3), (A.14)

∫
d 	Xe+

∫ ∫
d 	Xγ1d 	Xγ2

(2π)6
e−2R( 	Xγi )θ( 	Xγ , bs,t) =

√
2σt2σs

TL
(TL3). (A.15)

Substituting these, we have the momentum distribution

1

TL3

dP

d3k1d3k2
= 2

m2

(
1 + 1

4
(1 − cos θ)+ 1

2
(

m

Eγ1

+ m

Eγ2

)

)
[

e−σs(δP)2
(

Pbulk
0 |Gbulk(δω)|2 + Pbt

0

∣∣∣Gboundary(t) (δω)

∣∣∣2)

+ Pbs
0 e−σs(δP)2

∣∣∣Gboundary(s) (δω)

∣∣∣2], (A.16)

where Eqs. (A.22) and (A.12) are substituted, and

Pbulk
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1C bulk, (A.17)

P
b(t)
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1C

√
2σt

T
boundary in time, (A.18)

P
b(s)
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1C

√
2σt2σs

TL
boundary in space, (A.19)

where C is a constant. In the present situation, the target is composed of silica particles of L = 7 nm,
and it is reasonable to assume that Ee+ = me(1 ± 1

10),
√

2σs
L ,

√
2σt
T ≈ 1

10– 1
100 . The spectrum of the

boundary term is of the universal form, but its magnitude has uncertainties due to the uncertainties
on the wave packets. This ambiguity could be studied by a light scattering of the silica powder.

A.4. Non-Gaussian wave packet

The function e−μr , where r = |	x| and μ is a constant, decreases rapidly at large distance r but has
a singularity at r = 0. Its Fourier transform is 1

(p2+μ2)2
, and decreases slowly in the momentum.
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Accordingly, a wave packet of this form leads to a probability different from the Gaussian one. This
is studied hereafter.

A.4.1. Amplitude
For non-Gaussian wave packets, the momentum-dependent amplitudes in the bulk and boundary
terms are

Mbulk = f0

2
t0

ω2 + ( 1
t0
)2

× f08π
1

r0

1

(( 1
r0
)2 + (δ	p)2)2 θ(

	Xγ , volume), (A.20)

Mboundary(t) = f0
1

iω + 1
t0

× f08π
1

r0

1

(( 1
r0
)2 + (δ	p)2)2 θ(

	Xγ , bt), (A.21)

where f0 = 1√
πr3

0

, and t0 and r0 are determined from the size of the Coulomb wave function; they

are given for NaI at the end of this appendix. These lead to a probability of the same form as before:

|Gbulk(δω, δ	p)|2 =
[

f0

2
t0

ω2 + ( 1
t0
)2

× f08π
1

r0

1

(( 1
r0
)2 + (δ	p)2)2

]2

, (A.22)

|Gboundary(t) (δω, δ	p)|2 =
[

f0
1

iω + 1
t0

× f08π
1

r0

1

(( 1
r0
)2 + (δ	p)2)2

]2

.

The integration over the positions 	Xγl and over the position 	Xe+ are also the same as before. We have
the momentum distribution

1

TL3

dP

d3k1d3k2
= 2

m2

(
1 + 1

4
(1 − cos θ)+ 1

2

(
m

Eγ1

+ m

Eγ2

))

×
[(

Pbulk
0 |Gbulk(δω, δ	p)|2 + Pbt

0

∣∣∣Gboundary(t) (δω, δ	p)
∣∣∣2)], (A.23)

where Eqs. (A.22) and (A.12) are substituted, and

Pbulk
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1CCoul bulk, (A.24)

P
b(t)
0 = (Ee+Eγ1Eγ2)

−1CCoul

√
2σt

T
boundary,

where CCoul is a constant which is related to C, r0 =
√
σs

50 , and t0 =
√
σt

50 . We leave CCoul as a
parameter for a while.

B. Duplicate (accidentally coincident and pile-up) events

Suppose the probability is a sum of duplicate (accidental coincident and pile-up) events and P(d)

events:

f (p1, p2) = c0g(p1)g(p2)+ g(p1, p2), (B.1)
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where g(p1) and g(p1, p2) are known theoretically, but c0 in experiments is unknown. Define an error
function

Ierror(c) =
∫

dp1dp2(fexp(p1, p2)− cg(p1)g(p2))
2 (B.2)

=
∫

dp1dp2[(c − c0)
2(g(p1)g(p2))

2 + (g(p1, p2))
2 − 2(c − c0)g(p1)g(p1, p2)g(p2)]

= (c − c0)
2A2 − 2(c − c0)A1 + A0 = A2(c − c̃0)

2 + A0 − A2
1/A2,

where

A2 =
∫

dp1dp2(g(p1)g(p2))
2,

A1 =
∫

dp1dp2g(p1)g(p1, p2)g(p2),

A0 =
∫

dp1dp2(g(p1, p2))
2.

(B.3)

Plot Ierror(c) as a function of c and obtain the minimum value D = A0 − A2
1/A2,

D = −
[∫

dp1dp2g(p1)g(p1, p2)g(p2)

]2

/

∫
dp1dp2(g(p1)g(p2))

2 +
∫

dp1dp2g(p1, p2)
2. (B.4)

For P(d) = 0, g(p1, p2) = 0 and D = 0; for P(d) �= 0, g(p1, p2) > 0 and D > 0. Experimental
determination of D > 0 may be feasible.
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